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INTRODUCTION 
If L is a distributive lattice then the set i%?(L) of ail maps 0’: L + E whit 
satisfy ~(a A 6) = O(U) A b for each a, b Ed;, is a distributive lattice with 
and contains L as an ideal. Each element of M(L) is called a multiplier and 
IV(L) is the multiplier extension of L. 
Multipliers on semilattices and lattices have been previously studied 
mainly from the point of view of interior operators by Szisz [ll, 121, Szasz 
and Szendrei [13], and Kolibiar [5]. 
Anologues of multipliers have been studied by many other workers in 
various branches of algebra, for example in semigroups by Clifford, Glusk 
and Petrich, in rings by Hochschild, and Kohls and Lardy, in f-rings 
Keimel, in semirings by the author [l], and in l-groups by Bigard 
Keime?; for references the reader can do no better than consult Petrich’s 
survey [S]. The concept also arises in harmonic analysis and the theory of 
Banach algebras; for references see [6]. 
The multiplier concept is particularly fruitful for distributive lattices. 
After some preliminaries on join-dense ideals in Section 1, we show in 
Section 2 that the lattice M(L) of multipliers is the maximal extension of k 
which contains L as a join-dense ideal. By restricting ourselves to idealizing 
monomorphisms, the multiplier extension is shown to have a functorial 
character. 
fn Section 3 we consider representation theorems. Thus, as a sublattice of 
the ideals of E, the multiplier extension is isomorphic, with respect to a 
uniquely determined isomorphism, to the lattice of a19 upper relatively 
complete ideals. If L is a lattice of open sets in a topological space then M(L) is 
canonically isomorphic to the idealizer of L in the lattice of all 
This can be improved when L is a base of clopen sets for the top010 
* The contents of this paper were presented in an invited address to the Algebra 
Seminar of Monash University in July 1971. 
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In the last section, we consider the multipliers on special classes of lattices 
with 0 and the principal result is: each initial segment of L is in a given variety 
of pseudo-complemented lattices if and only if M(L) is in the given variety. 
1. JOIN-DENSE IDEALS 
Only distributive lattices will be discussed in this paper. 
A nonempty set S of a lattice L is join-dense (resp. Iurge) if each element of L 
is the join of its predecessors in S (resp. x A s = y A s, (x, y EL), for all 
s E 5’ implies x = y). A homomorphism ol: L, -+ L, is called join-dense or 
large according to whether ol(L,) is a join-dense or large sublattice of L, . 
Thus a nonempty set S is large in L if and only if for each x E L, 
x = V{x A s: s E S}. A join-dense subset is always large while if L has at 
least two elements and a largest element 1 then the subset {l) is large but not 
join-dense. For the case of ideals, we have the following observation which 
will prove to be useful: an ideal S ie L is large if and only if it is join-dense. 
Let a: L, + L, be a lattice homomorphism mapping lattice L, into lattice L, . 
Then 01 is called an idealizing homomorphism if ol(L,) is an ideal in L, . The 
homomorphism 01 is said to be essential if the composition L, --ta L, -9 L, is a 
monomorphism implies that p is a monomorphism for any lattice homo- 
morphism /3. Clearly an essential homomorphism is itself a monomorphism. 
All these notion will be illustrated subsequently. At the moment we seek 
to interrelate them. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let ol: S + L be a lattice homomorphism. Then, 
(i) 01 is large if it is essential, and 
(ii) 01 is essential if it is an idealizing monomorphism. 
Proof. (i) Suppose 01 is essential. As it is a monomorphism we may 
identify S with its image in L. Then, on L relation 0 is defined as follows: 
x = Y(@) (XT y EL), if and only if x A s = y A s for all s E S. As L is distribu- 
tive 0 is a congruence. Clearly the restriction of the canonical epimorphism, 
0: L -+ L/O, to S is one-to-one. As 01 is essential this implies that 0 is one-to-one. 
Hence, if x, y EL and x A s = y A s for all s E S then B(i) = B(y) and so 
x = y. That is, S is large in L. 
(ii) Suppose 01 is an idealizing monomorphism. We will regard S as 
an ideal in L. Suppose S is large and let /3: L -+ M be a lattice homomorphism 
such that /3 1 S is one-to-one. If x, y EL and /3(x) = /3(y) then /7(x A s) = 
p(y A s) for all s E S. But then x A s, y A s E S imply x A s = y A s for all 
s E S. As S is large x = y, i.e. /3 is one-to-,one and so 01 is essential. 
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A lattice L is upper complete if every nonempty subset has a supremum in E. 
Such a lattice L is completely meet distributive if x A (VS) = V(x A s: s E S] for 
each x EL and each nonempty subset S. 
The next result is fundamental to this paper. 
hOPOSITION 1.2. Let a: S + L be an idealizing lattice mo~orno~~~isrn~ 
Suppose C is an upper complete completely meet distributive lattice and /3: S -+ C 
is a lattice ho~~omo~phism. Then there exists a lattice ~ornorno~~~~~rn &: L ---b C 
such that ,B = ,Ql 0 01. Zn fact, a suitable map /II is given by ,B,(x) = V@(s): s E S, 
a(s) < x>f0~ each x EL. Moreover, 
(i) ,kll is a monomorphism if /3 is a monomo~p~~sm and DI is join-dense, and 
(ii) iJL and C have zeros and /I is zero-preserving then so is & a 
Proof. It will be convenient to regard S as an ideal in L. This being the 
case notice that (/3(s): s E S, s < x> is nonempty for any given x EL. As C is 
upper complete it therefore has a supremum in 6’. If/$ is defined in the manner 
stated then /?r obviously preserves the meet operation. Thus to prove that ,/Y1 
preserves the join it suffices to show that ,L$(x v y) < &(x) v ,E$(y). Now if 
s E S and s < x v y then s = s A (x A y) = (s A X) v (s A y) and s A x, 
s A y E s so P(5) = /q s A x) v ,k?(s A y). Hence p(s) < fir(x) v PI(y) and so 
B&g ;$. “i&w; MY). 
I Isc ear . 
(i) follows from Proposition l.l(ii) while (ii) is trivial. 
IfL is a lattice then A(L) will be used to denote its upper complete completely 
meet distributive lattice of (nonempty) ideals; AL ) or simply h, denotes the 
canonical homomorphism taking each x EL to (xl, the principal ideal generated 
by x. Clearly h is a join-dense homomorphism. In this context we can show 
that idealizing monomorphisms possess functorial properties, 
PROPOSITIOlV 1.3. Let CCL -+ M be an idealixiq ~~o~orno~p~~s~a and let 
A(,) denote the restriction to A(L) of the set function induced by cx Then A(&> 
is a lattice monomo~ph~m of A(L) z&to A(M) which preserves in&ite joins. 
Subject to this last cotidition, A(a) is the unique ~o7~~rno~~~~rn such that 
A(a) 0 AL = AM 0 01. 
The a5sz@ment A(L), A(M), A(E) to L, 34, a: is a~~nct~~~~o~ the category 0s 
lattices ad idealizing monomo~phisms to the category ~j” I&ices. 
Proof. Since an ideal of an ideal in a lattice is itself an ideal, A(a): A(L) +- 
/l(M) This also implies that the composition of idealizing monomorphisms 
is idealizing. 
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fl(ol) is obviously a homomorphism preserving infinite joins. We need the 
fact that cy. is one-to-one to prove fl(ol) 0 X, = AM 0 a. For X EL, (A(a) o X,)(x) = 
{u(y): y < X, y EL), while (AM 0 a)(X) = {z E M: z < a(X)}. But U(L) is an 
ideal in M so x < a(X) implies x E a(L) and then z = a(y) for a suitable 
y EL. Then a(y) = u(y) A a(X) = ~(y A X) so y A X = y, i.e., y < X. Thus, 
(A(U) 0 AL)(x) = (AM 0 a)(x) for each X EL. 
The rest of the assertions are easily established. 
2. MULTIPLIERS AND CATEGORICAL INTERPRETATIONS 
A multiplier U on a lattice L is a function o: L + L such that U(x A y) = 
a(X) A y for each x and y in L. 
Each a EL induces a multiplier pa defined by pa(X) = a A x for each 
x EL. A multiplier of this form is called an inner multiplier. Note that the 
identity function on L, which will be denoted by iL , or simply by i, is always 
a multiplier. 
M(L) (resp. p(L)) denotes the set of all multipliers (resp. inner multipliers) 
on L. 
Before looking at the set of all multipliers it will be convenient to examine 
an individual multiplier. 
If L is a lattice recall that a function T: L + L is called an interior operator 
if (i) T(X) < X, (ii) x < y implies T(X) < T(Y) and (iii) T(T(x)) = T(X), hold for 
all X, y EL. In examining interior operators it is standard to call a subset S 
of lattice L, upper relatively complete if {s E S: s < X} has a maximal element 
for each x EL. 
The following proposition summarizes the main properties of a multiplier. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (i) Each multiplier is both an interior operator and a 
lattice homomorphism. 
(ii) Each interior operator on a lattice L with 0 is a multiplier a. and only if 
L is a chain. 
(iii) The range of each multiplier is an upper relatively complete ideal. 
Conversely, given an upper relatively complete ideal, there is a unique multiplier 
having it as its range. 
An ideal J of lattice L is upper relatively complete ;f and only if, for each 
principal ideal (a] inL there exists aprincipal ideal (b] inL such that J n (a] = (b]. 
Proof. Let U be a multiplier on lattice L. 
(i) Let X, y, % EL, u”(X) = u(U(X A X)) = U(X A U(X)) = U(X) A U(X) = 
u(x) so CT2 = U. Clearly U(X) < x. U(X A y) = U(U(X A y)) = u(x A u(y)) = 
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44 * dY>* 4x ” Y) A x = U(Z) A (x v y) = (+j A Lx) v (u(z) A y) = 
b(X) * 2) ” to(Y) * 2) = (+> ” u(Y)> A x and, as x is arbitrary and L is 
large in itself, 0(x v y) = G(X) v a(y). It follows that G is both an interior 
operator and a lattice homomorphism. 
(ii) Suppose (p is an interior operator on a chainL with 0. If a, b EL then 
we assume that a < b. Hence, ~(a A b) = ~(a) = ~(a) A b so y is a multiplier. 
Now suppose every interior operator on lattice k with 0 is a rnu~t~p~ie~~ 
If E is not a chain then choose a pair a, b of incompar 
9: L -+L by y(x) = a v b if x 2 a v b and v(x) = 
easily shown that 9 is an interior operator. But ~(a v b) = a v h > 0 = 
~(a) v 9(b), and this is a contradiction in view of part (i) of this proposition. 
Thus % must be a chain. 
(iii) In view of (i), o(L) is an ideal for each multiplier o. Consider 
-cYE+):Y<x) f or given x EL. Then y = cr(y) < G(X) < x so a(L) is 
upper relatively complete. 
Now let J be an upper relatively complete ideal. For x EL, let D(X) denote 
the maximal element of 1% = (y E J: y < x>. c is a faction which 
into E. Note that JZ is an ideal for each x EL and is contained in J. 
for x, y EL, (Q(X) A y) A x A y E JzA, and O(X) < X. Thus U(X) A y 
but then D(X) A y < 0(x A y), the maxima? element of J in JZhW . On the 
other hand, J znl, L Jz so 5(x A y) ,( O(X). Also g(x n y) < X A y < y so 
~$3 A y) < O(X) A y. Combining the inequalities proves tbat D is a multiplier. 
eal, o(L) _C J, and for x E J, the maximal element of JE is x so 
ce o(L) = J. o is the unique multiplier with range J. For if 7 is 
another such multiplier then T(X) < x for each x 30 that T(X) E JZ , whence 
r(x) < U(X). Also G(X) E Jso that O(X) = ‘(U(X)) = .(G(x A x)) = 7(x A CT(X)) = 
T(X) A O(X) < 7(x). Thus o = 7. 
Now suppose J is an upper relatively complete ideal and let (a] be a 
principal ideal. Let b be the maximal element of Ja . Then (b] _C J. Tben 
(b]_CJandb <ahence(b]Z Jn(a].IfxE Jn(n]thenx =yr\xfoxsome 
y E J and .Z < a. Then x E JO 30 x < b. Thus J n (a] = (b]. Canverseiy, if 
this condition holds for ideal J then clearly Ja = J r~ (a] and b E J, so b is 
the maximal element of Ja . Thus J is upper relatively complete, 
S&z [I I] and Szbz and Szendrei [13] consider multiphers on a semilattice 
viewing the semilattice firstly as a semigroup and secondly a3 an upper 
semilattice. In the later case they are considering the dual notion of a multiplier 
or a “‘translation” in their terminology. Tney considered many conditions 
for a closure operator to be a translation and part (i) of the above proposition 
is known from their work. Part (ii) of the proposition is related to a theorem 
of Varlet [14, Theorem 121. Part (iii) connects Varlet’s work with that of 
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Kolibiar [S]. It is essentially known from Kolibiar [5] and Szbz [12]. We 
have given a proof in order to keep this paper self contained; in Section 3 we 
will make the correspondence of (iii) into a lattice isomorphism and then 
characterize the set of upper relatively complete ideals. In [12] S&z used the 
notion of translation to characterize distributivity and modularity. He shows 
that an arbitrary lattice is distributive (resp. modular) if and only if each 
translation is a meet homomorphism (resp. a quantifier in the sense used by 
Halmos, see Varlet [14]). In [13] S z&z and Szendrei showed that the 
multipliers on a semilattice S form a semilattice containing S as a (semigroup) 
ideal. In the next proposition we give a refinement for distributive lattices. 
Though the remainder of this section is new and lattice-theoretic, the reader 
would do well to consult Petrich [S] and in particular the references to the 
work of Gluskin on semigroups and Kohls and Lardy on rings which are 
contained therein. 
If o and r are multipliers on lattice L then u A r and o v T are defined by 
(u A T)(X) = u(T(x)) and (O v T)(X) = U(X) v T(X) for each x EL. 
For the definition of the meet we follow the usual procedure (see [S]). It 
should be noticed however that o(T(x)) = u(,(x A x)) = “(T(X) A X) = 
u(x) A 7(x), i.e., o A 7 can be defined equivalently in a pointwise manner. 
THEOREM 2.2. If L is a (distributive) lattice then (M(L), V, A) is a 
distributive lattice with the identity function L as its unit. 
The function p: L + M(L), defked by p(x) = pz for each x EL, is a join-dense 
idealizing monomorphism whose range is the set p(L) of inner multipliers. 
In addition, (i) if S is large in L then p(S) is large in M(L), 
(ii) p is a surjection of L onto M(L) if and only if L has a unit 1 (in this 
case p1 = L); and 
(iii) L has a zero 0 if and only ;f M(L) has a zero w and then p0 = w. 
Proof. M(L) is evidently closed under v and A and because these opera- 
tions are defined pointwise it follows that M(L) it itself a distributive lattice. 
As O(X) < x = L(X) for each x EL and u E M(L), L is the largest element of M(L). 
p is clearly a monomorphism of L into M(L). If u E M(L) and x EL then for 
each a EL, (0 A pz)(a) = u&.(a)) = ( u x A a) = u(x) A a = pD(&a). Hence 
u A pCLm = pO(z) and p is idealizing. 
Suppose S c L is large. For u, 7 E M(L), suppose that o A ps = T A ps for 
all s E S. Hence, if x EL, u(x) A s = T(X) A s for each s E S and so u(x) = T(x). 
As x is arbitrary, (r = T and p(S) is large in L. As p is idealizing and L is 
large in itself it follows that p(L) is join-dense in M(L). 
If L has a largest element 1, u(x) = u(x A 1) = x A u(l) = P.&X) for each 
(T f M(L) and x EL. Thus u = per) and p is a surjection. The rest of (i) 
is trivial, as is (iii). 
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THEOREM 2.3. Suppose v: L -+ N is an. idealizing ~0~~~0~~~~5~. Thelz 
theve exists a homomorphism vl: N--f M(L) such that v1 0 v = p. yl is ~~~~~~~~ 
determined by this condition. Furthey, 
(i) v1 is a monomorphism ;f and only if Y is &iw-deme, 
(ii) if N has a unit then v1 is unit preserving, ~z&ile 
(iii) ifL and N have zero elements then or is zuo preserkzg. 
Pmof. For x EN define Q(X) by (vl(x))(aj = V-‘(x A v(a)) for each a EL, 
where v-r is the inverse of V, i.e., v-r 0 v = & and v 0 Y-I = iuiL) . As v is 
idealizing, x A ~(a) E v(L) f or each x E N and a EL. Also vl(x) E M(L) since, 
if a, b EL then [vl(x)](a A 6) = V-‘(x A v(a A 6)) = v-“((x A v(a)) A v(b)) = 
v-1(2 A v(a)) A V-l(v(b)) = (VI(X))(a) A b. 
Thus v1 maps N into M(L). It is a homomorphism because of the pointwise 
definition of the operations in M(L) and the distributivity 0fL. 
For fixed b EL and arbitrary a EL, (v~(v(b))?(a) = v-l(v(b) A v(a)) = 
v-‘(~(a A b)) = a A b = &a). Hence v,(v(b)) = pLb an hence vl 0 v = p, 
r\‘ow suppose y: N + M(L) is a homomorphism such that y o v = E.L. Let 
x E N and a EL. Then (vi(x))(a) EL. Hence, 
As p is one-to-one, (VI(x))(a) = (r(x))(a) and it fellows that y = V~ . Thus 
vr is uniquely determined. 
(i) If v is join-dense then it is essential as it is an idealizing monomorphism. 
This is due to Proposition 1.1. As vr 0 v = p is a mo~om0r~~~srn it foilows 
that I+ is a monomorphism. Conversely, suppose I+ is a monomorphism. Let 
X, y E N be such that x A v(a) = y A v(a) for all a EL. Then v~(x) = Z+(Y) so 
s = y. Hence v is large and as it is idealizing it is join-dense. 
(ii) and (iii) are easily verified. 
For an ideaiizing monomorphismL _ta N, the composition 
LA N 3 M(N) 
is an idealizing monomorphism due to Theorem 2.2. By Theorem 2.3, 
there is a unique homomorphism (J”~ 0 a!)l: M(AT) + ~~~) such that 
b.@N o h D &N o a) = pL . We shall denote (pLN 0 a)r by M(a). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 01: L -+ N be an idealizing rn~~o~~o~p~~rn. 2%~ there is 
a ~omomoyp~i~m M(a): M(N) -+ M(L) such that M(a) 0 ,uN 3 LY. = ,q . M(ol) is 
wziquely determined by this condition. Furthermore, 
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(i) M(ol) is unit-preserving and if L and N have ze-ros then M(a) is 
zero-preserving, 
(ii) M(a) is a monomorphism if and only ;fa is join-dense and, in particular, 
if a! is an epimorphism then M(ol) is an isomorphism. 
Thus, M is a contTavariant functor from the category of distributive lattices 
and idealizing monomorphisms into the category of distributive lattices with 
a unit and unit-preserving homomorphisms. 
Proof. The initial assertions and (i) follow from Theorem 2.3. We 
establish (ii). If 01 is join-dense then because of Theorem 2.2 yN 0 01 is large 
and idealizing. Thus, PN o 01 is join-dense and M(E) is a monomorphism due 
to Theorem 2.3. Now suppose that M( 01 is one-to-one. By Theorems 2.2 and ) 
2.3, cLN@cL)) i g is ar e in M(N). It will be shown that E(L) is’large in N whence 
it follows that 01 is join-dense. Let x, y E N and suppose x A a(a) = y A a(a) 
for all a EL. &x) A pN(a(a)) = ~~(3 A a(a)) = pN(y) A pN(a(a)) and since 
pN(~(L)) is large in M(N) it follows that am = yN(y). As p is one-to-one, 
x = y. Thus 01 is join-dense. 
M is contravariant. For suppose L -+o: N -9 T are idealizing mono- 
morphisms. Then M(U) 0 p.N ~a! =P~ and M(p)ot~~oj9 =pN. Hence 
(M(a) o M(p)) o pT o (p o a) = OCR. . But M(/3 o a) is the unique homomorphism 
such that M(/3 o a) o pLr o (/3 o a) = Pi, whence M@ 0 a) = M(ol) o M(p). 
Also L~M(~) 0 pL 0 Lo = pL hence M(L~) = Lo . 
Finally if 01 is a surjection than 01 is an isomorphism. By considering 
M(ol o m-r) and the functoral property of M it follows that M(a) is an isomor- 
phism. 
3. EMBEDDING THEOREMS 
THEOREM 3.1. For a lattice L, the map z-: M(L) + A(L), given by 
r(u) = a(L), is a monomorphism of M(L) into the lattice of ideals of L such that 
r o p = A. In addition, r is uniquely determined by this condition. r preserves 
units and it also preserves .zeYos when they exist. 
Proof. A(L) is upper complete and completely meet distributive and p is 
an idealizing join-dense monomorphism. Therefore by Proposition 1.2, the 
map r: M(L) -+ A(L) gives by Z-(D) = V{A(x): p(x) < 0, x EL} is a mono- 
morphism such that ?T 0 p = h. But for x EL, p(x) = pz < (T if and only if 
x = u(x), i.e., if and only if x E a(L). As a(L) is an ideal in L, (Proposition 2.1), 
o(L) = V{(x]: x E o(L)} = Z-(U). Th a is, ?T is the map defined in the theorem. t 
It remains to show that v is the homomorphism such that 7~ 0 p = X. 
Suppose y 0 p = h, where y: M(L) -+ A(L) is a homomorphism. y is one-to- 
one as X is one-to-one and p is essential (Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 2.2). 
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For x EL, &L(X)) = (x], so for x E a(L), y(x) ,( 0 and then y(a) 3 &(x)) = (x]~ 
i.e., x E y(u). Thus, y(a) 3 V(G) = o(L). Let x E y(o) hence (x] _C y(g), i.e., 
YWH G Y(O). E-I ence p(x) < u, as y is one-to-one. Then x E 0(E). Thus 
y(o) _C T(O), whence y(u) = Z(O) and y = CT. 
If E is a sublattice of lattice N then the idealizer ojL in iV is the largest 
sublattice of IV which contains L as an ideal. It is given by {x E N: x A s EL, 
for each s EL}. Using this notion we are now able to characterize the collection 
of upper relatively complete ideals. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let U(L) denote the set of tipper relatively complete ideals in 
E. Then k’(L) is a sublattice of A(L). Moreover it is the idealizer of L (QY bathes 
X(L)) in A(L) and th e map G + o(L) is an isomorphism oj M(L) onto U(L). 
Proof. Apply Proposition 2.1 (iii) and Theorem 3.1 and note that 
Theorem 2.3 says U(L) is then the idealizer of h(L) in A(L) because h is 
join-dense. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose L has a zero. Then the Boolean algebra o,f 
complemented elements in M(L) is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of com- 
plemented ideals in A(L). 
PYOO~. A well-known theorem of Cratzer and Schmidt (see reference 5 in 
[3]) states that if the meet and join of two ideals are both principal then each 
of the ideals is principal. Thus, using the distributivity of A(L), this implies 
that complemented ideals are upper relatively complete by virtue of Proposi- 
tion 2.1 (iii). The required isomorphism is then the restriction of that of 
M(L) onto U(L). 
The above corollary is a special case of a theorem on semirings due to the 
author [l]. 
It is possible for M(L) to be isomorphic to A(L). From Theorem 3.2 this can 
happen if and only if each ideal is upper relatively complete. Smce every 
bounded subset of the chain N of positive integers contains a maximal element, 
N provides an example of a lattice L such that A(L) is isomorphic to M(L). 
In later sections we will examine the multipliers on special types of lattices 
and obtain some other embedding theorems. However, we consider one more 
general case and its immediate implications. 
THEQREM 3.4. Let L be a lattice (under set-theoretic o~e~ati~~s~ of subsets oj 
a set X. Then the map o + u(a(F):F E L} is a rno~orno~p~~sm of L into the 
power set lattice 9(X) which uniquely extends the inclusion map ojL into .9(X). 
Suppose X is now a topological space. If L is a lattice of open sets then the 
above map represents M(L) as a lattice of open sets. &l(L) is the represented as the 
idealizer of L in the lattice of open sets ifL is a basis for the topology. 
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If L is a lattice of open-closed sets and L is a basis for the open sets then M(L) is 
represented as the idealizer of L in the Boolean algebra of all open-closed subsets 
OfX. 
Proof. The first assertion follows from Proposition 1.2 in a manner 
similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
IfL consists of open sets then it is evident that M(L) is embedded into the 
open sets. If L is a basis then it is join-dense in the lattice of open sets and so 
M(L) is represented as the idealizer due to Theorem 2.3. 
It remains to prove that if each F in L is both open and closed then 
n(u) = (a(F): F E L} is closed for each u E M(L). Thus, if y 6 n(o) then 
y 6 a(F) for each FE L. As L is a basis, choose F,, EL such that y E FO . As 
Y $ u(Fd and 4Fo) EL is closed, there is an open neighbourhood G of y, 
which may be chosen inL, such that G n a(F,) = a. Theny E H,, = G n F,, , 
yet a(H,J = G n a(F,) = ia. Now if JZ E H,, n n(o) then z E H,, and x E a&) 
for some F1 EL, so z E HO n o(F,) = o(F1 n Ha) C o(H,) = o, which is 
contradictory. Thus, H,, n T(C) = 0. As H,, is an open neighbourhood of 
y disjoint from ~(a), y $ (n(c))-. Thus T(U) = (T(U))- is closed. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let X be a HausdorfJ space with a basis of open-closed 
sets. L and B denote, respectively, the relatively complemented lattice of compact- 
open subsets and the Boolean algebra of all open-closed subsets. Then M(L) is 
isomorphic to B if and only if X is locally compact. 
In particular ifL is an arbitrary relatively complemented lattice with 0 then 
M(L) is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of all open-closed subsets of the Stone 
representation space of L. 
As an illustration of Theorem 3.4 consider the following: let X be an 
uncountable set, F(X) and PC(X) denote the join-dense ideals in .9(X) 
consisting of all finite subsets and all countable subsets, respectively. F(X) and 
F,(X) are both relatively complemented lattices, M(F(X)) and M(F,(X)) are 
both isomorphic to g(X) and yet F(X) is not isomorphic to F,(X), since the 
latter is closed under countable unions. Thus the multiplier lattice does not 
determine the given lattice even in pleasant cases. For analogous problems in 
analysis, see [6, in particular page 161. 
4. SECTIONALLY PSEUDO-COMPLEMENTED LATTICES 
Recall that a lattice L with 0 is called pseudo-complemented if for each x EL, 
there is an element x* EL such that y A x = 0 + y < x* for each y EL. 
1 = O* is the largest element of such a lattice. A pseudo-complemented 
lattice can be considered as an algebra (L; A, v, *, 0, 1) of type <2,2, 1, 0, O} 
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and may be defined equationally in terms of the operations (.r\, v, *, 0, I). 
Recently, Lee [7] has determined the lattice of ah equational subclasses of the 
class of all (distributive) pseudo-complemented lattices. They are given by 
~-,c~i,_c~~c..._c~~_c...c~,, where all the inclusions are proper 
and gW is the class of all pseudo-complemented lattices, SYW1 consists of 
all one-element algebras, go consists of all algebras satisfying x v x* = I 
identically and is thus the variety of Boolean algebras (where the pseudo- 
complementation is complementation) while 52J’, , for 1 < n < w, consists 
of all algebras satisfying the equation 
Thus & consists of all Stone algebras, i.e., those pseudo-complemented 
lattices satisfying x* v x** = 1 identically. 
The main aim of this section is to characterize those lattices described in the 
following definitions. 
DEFINITION 4. I ~ A lattice L with 0 is called sect~o~a~~~se~do~~ornp~emented 
if each interval [0, x], 0 < x EL, is pseudo-complemented. 
~EPIIVITIQN 4.2. A lattice L with 0 is said to e 5e~tion~lly 2% 98* i 
-1 < n ,( W, if it is sectionally pseudo-complemented and each interval 
[O, x], 0 < x EL, is in SYn , when [Q, x] is considered as a pseudo-comple- 
mented algebra with the meet and join as in L, x as the unit 11 and under its 
own pseudo-complementation. 
Thus, lattice L with 0 is sectionally in g3, (resp. ai) if and only if it is 
relatively complemented (resp. a generalized Stone lattice in the sense of [2] 
and 131). 
Before proceeding we need two lemmas. The first is ttivial while the 
second is known and can be obtained as an easy refinement of Lemma 3.4 
of [Z]. 
LEMMA 4.3. (i) Let L be a pseudo-complemented lattice. If y E [O, x], 
< x EL), then thepseudo-complementy+ ofy in [0, x] isgiven byyf =y* A x. 
(ii) Let +& be a lattice with 0. Suppose 0 < x EL and U&t the Znteraa2 
[O, x] is pseudo-complemented, where y + denotes the ~s~~~-c~rn~~erne~~ of 
y E [Qo, x]. Then in the lattice of ideals of L, (y+] = (y]* IT (xJ and (y++] = 
(yJ*” n (x-j. 
(iii) If L is a lattice with 0 and 0 < x EL is mch that (y] * (7 (x] is 
~~~~cipa~fo~ each y E [O, x], then [O, x] ~pse~do-~omp~e~ne~ted and (y] * CT (x] = 
(Y’l once more. 
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LEMMA 4.4. (The lying-over theorem for minimal primes.) Let L, be a 
sublattice with 0 of the lattice L with 0. If PI is a minimal prime ideal in L, then 
there exists a minimal prime ideal P in L such that PI = L, 13 P. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let L be a lattice with 0. For given n such that - 1 < n < w, 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) L is sectionally in gn , 
(ii) M(L) is in gfi , 
(iii) L is an ideal in a N with 1 and N is in J%~ . Moreover, if 1 6 n < w 
then (i), (ii), and (iii) aye also equivalent to each of the following 
(iv) for any x1, x2 ,...,‘xn EL 
(v) L is sectionally pseudo-complemented and each pvl;me ideal contains 
at most n mikimab prime ideais, 
(vi) L is sectionally pseudo-complemented and for any n + 1 distinct 
minimal prime ideals PI ,..., P,,l , PI v Pz v ‘. * v P,+1 = L. 
Pro05 (if * (ii) 0 (iii). Th e case n = - 1 is ttivial while the case n = 0 
has already been adequately covered by Corollary 3.5. It is also possible to 
give a proof for the case n = 0 along the lines which will be given below for 
1 < n < w. Details are omitted. 
Case n = W. Suppose 71 = w and (i) holds. For each u E M(L) and x EL, 
U(X) E [O, x] and u(x)+ will be used to denote its pseudo-complement in [0, x]. 
Define 0 *: L -+ L by G*(X) = u(x)+ for each x EL. If a, b EL then 
(o*(a) A 6) A (a(a A b)) = u*(a) A c(a) A b = 0 
andifcE[O,a~b]andc~o(a~b)=Othenc~b~cs(a)=Osoc=c~b~ 
a(a)+ = G*(U) as c A b E [O, a]. Hence u*(a A b) = u*(a) A b and u* E M(L). 
Using the operations in M(L), (u A U*)(X) = u(x) A u*(x) = 0 = W(X) for 
each x EL so u A CT* = w in M(L). If 7 E M(L) and (T A 7 = w then 
I A u(x) = 0 and as T(X), U(X) E [O, x], I < u(x)+ = V*(X), i.e., 7 < u 
in M(L). Thus M(L) is pseudo-complemented with (r* as the pseudo- 
complement of c E M(L). 
(ii) + (iii) is trivial and (iii) 3 (i) because of Lemma 4.3 (i), since [0, x] = 
{y~L:0 <y <x> =(y~iVzO <y <x),asLisanidealiniV. 
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Cases 1 < n < W. (i) 2 (ii). Suppose L is sectionally in 9:n then 
M(L.) E .B, by the case Iz = w, and we take 19 as defined pointwise. The 
other operations on M(L) are defined pointwise. ence for each x EL and 
01 9 CT2 I.“., ffn EM(L), 
((ol A -.. A un)* Y t (aI A *-* A ffi* A “.. A r&J*)(x) 
i=l 
= ~44 * ... A a,(x))* v t (q(x) A .-* A tJi(x)y A a.. A a,(x)*) 
i=l 
= X = 6(X), 
whence (En) holds for M(L), i.e., M(L) E .!-2:, a
(ii) * (iii) is trivial. 
(iii) + (i). Suppose L is an ideal in N E 3?‘, . If 0 < G EL and x E [O, a] 
then X+ = x* A a is the pseudocomplement of x in 
2 < n < w and x1 , xg ,..., x, E [0, a], 
x1 A ... A xi+ A *-. A x, = x1 A *** A xi* A . 
for each 1 < i < n (22). Thus, 
( x1 A *~* A x,)i v Q (x1 A . . . ,, Xi+ ,, ... ,, x,)+ 
i=l 
so (E,) holds for [0, CZ] when n 2 2. If n = 1 then 
* A x,)” A a) 
xi l/ xi+ = (X” A ~2) V (U A (X* A a)*) = (25” A ~2) V (LZ A (X** V a*)), 
(since the identity (24 A U)* = u* v ZI* holds in any Stone lattice), = 
(A+ A a) v (x** A a) = 1 A a = a. Thus, (E,) also holds for 
Condition (1) now follows. 
From now on assume 1 < n < w. 
(i) =3 (iv). Firstly suppose 2 < n. Let y, x, p x2 ,.‘*, x, be in E. 
d = x, v 3c2 v s.. v x, v y. xi+ is the pseudo-complement of xi in [O, Jj. 
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Lemma3.3,(x,]n...r\(xi]*n..‘n(x,]=(x,]n...n(Xi*]n...n(X,] = 
6% A .a. h xi+ A a.. A XJ for all 1 < i < n, since n 2 2. Hence 
Y E @I = K% A ... A &)+ v \;i (Xl A --. A xi+ A ... A xn)+] 
i==l 
= ((4 n *‘* n (%I)* v f ((x,1 n ..- n (xi]* n -.- n (~~1)“. 
i=l 
As y is arbitrary, (iv) is proved for n > 2. If n = 1 and x,y EL then with 
d = x v y, y E (d] = (x+ v x++] = (x*] v (x++] = ((x]* n (d]) v ((x-j** n (d]), 
[by Lemma 3.3 (ii)], C (xl* v (x)**, so (xl* v (xl** = L and (iv) holds for 
72 = 1. 
(iv) Z- (i). Assume (iv) holds. Let a EL and x E 10, a]. In the equation 
given in (iv) put x1 = x2 = ... = x,.-r = a and x, = x. Then 
(xl] n ... n (xc] = (x] and (4 n .-s n (xi]* n ... n (xJ = 0 
ifi#nand=(a]n(x]*ifi=nforl <i<n.Thus 
i ((Xl1 n .a. n (x2)* n .‘. n (x%1)* = ((a] n (x3*)*, 
Thus (iv) implies (xl* v ((xl* n (u])* = L. Hence, ((xl* n (a]) v 
KM* n (4)” n @I) = (4 and @I* n (4 n (((4” n @I)* fl (4 = (01. 
Thus, (x]* n ( a 1s ] ’ p rincipd by the lemma of Gratzer and Schmidt used in the 
proof of Corollary 3.3. By Lemma 4.3, [0, a] is pseudo-complemented 
and so L E@W. Now if n = 1 and x E [0, a], (xl* v (xl** = L gives 
((xl* n (4) v ((4 ** n (a]) = (R], i.e., (a+] v (u++] = (d] and so [0, a] E 9YI . 
Simifariy, if 2 < n < w, (iv) implies [O, a] E Bn and (i) follows. 
(v)o(vi). Th p f e roo is omitted since it is precisely the same as that used 
by Lee to establish (2) 9 (3) in [7, Theorem 41. 
(vi) 3 (i). Suppose (vi) holds and a EL. Let Q1Q2 ,..., Q,,+l be n + I 
distinct minimal prime ideals in [0, u]. By Lemma 4.4, there is a minimal 
prime ideal Pi in L such that Pi = [0, cz] n Qi for each 1 < i < n + 1. 
ClearIy the Pi are all distinct. By (vi), [0, u] = (a] n (PI v ... v P,+3 = 
((4 n PI) v * .. v ((a] A P,+l) = QI v .-. v Qntl . Each interval 10, u] is 
pseudo-complemented so [0, a] E JJ?~ by virtue of [7, Theorem 11. 
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(iv) * (vi). Let Pr ,..., P,a+l be ?z. +- 1 distinct minimal prime ideals 
in L. If Pr v ... v P,,, #L then there is a prime ideal 9 such that 
P1 v .*’ v P,+r C Q. As the Pi are pairwise incomparable prime ideals 
i p lJP$j # 6 l<j<n+l> for each l,(;<n. Thus, for each 
1 <i<nn,thereexistai~P,suchthatai$Pjforj#& 1 <j<cn+I. 
As Apnll is prime, a, A a, A ... A a, ~6 PnY1 and so (al A ..’ n a,]* CP,,, . 
Also Pi is a minimal prime ideal so ai E Pi implies (ai]* g Pi . Hence 
(ail* n *‘.(an]gPi,l <i<?z,so( 1] n ..’ n (a,]* (7 .~. n 
Hence, by (iv) L _C P1 v ... v P,,l. _C . This is impossible so 
Pl v ... v P,+1 =L. 
The proof is now complete. 
COROLLARS 4.6. If - 1 < n < w then a lattice L with 0 and 1 is ilz gn $f 
and only if it is sectionally in .G@% . If 1 < n < co, a lattice L with 0 and 1 2% 62 
BTz if and on(y q 
(b-1 c-7 -a- n (xn])* v f/ ((xl] n -.. n (XJ” n s.- n (gj)* = I, 
i=l 
for each x, , x2 )...) $2, EL. 
Proof. ~5, is isomorphic to M(L) if and only 1 EL. 
COROLLARY 4.7. When L is sectionally pse~dQ-coy~p~eme~ted he embedding 
7~: M(L) ---f A(L) of Theorem 3.1 preserves pseudo-compbmentation. 
Proof- This is an easy consequence of formula U*(X) = G(X)* defining a*; 
details are omitted. 
There is another class of lattices with 0 closely related to pseudo-com- 
plemented lattices, namely the quasicomplemented lattices studied in 
[2, 3, 9, and lo]. A lattice L with 0 is quasicomplemented if and only if for each 
x EL there exists a (not necessarily unique) element x’ EL such that x A x’ = 0 
and x v x’ is dense (an element d is dense if (d]” = (01) In [9 and 101, 
Speed has shown that a lattice L with 0 is qua&complemented if and only if its 
space of minimal primes is compact in the hull-kernel topoIogy. We will use 
this characterization. We also need the following lemma; an explicit proof 
occurs in IS]. The proof is an easy modification of that of Henriksen and 
Jerison [4, Theorem 2.101; it can be simplified using Lemma 3.4. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let I be an ideal in lattice L with . la(L) and IT(I) denote 
respectively the space of minimal prime ideals of L and I with the k~ll-ke~~e~ 
topology, h(I) = {P E II(L): I c P) is the hull c+K 7%~ P-+PnP is a 
homeo?~~~phis~~~ of II(L)\h(I) onto II(I). 
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PROPOSITION 4.9. For a lattice L with 0, the following are equivalent: 
(i) L is quasicomplemented, 
(ii) M(L) is quasicomplemented and L has a dense element, 
(iii) L has a dense element and is an ideal in a quasicomplemented lattice 
with 1. 
Boof. (i) * (ii). h(L) = 4 in M(L) as a quasicomplemented lattice 
possesses dense elements, any dense element in L is dense in M(L) (we omit 
the easy proof), and no minimal prime ideal of a lattice can contain a dense 
element. Thus, by Lemma 4.8, 17(L) and IT(M(L)) are homeomorphic and 
Speed’s theorem proves M(L) is quasicomplemented. 
(ii) + (iii) is trivial and (iii) easily implies L is sectionally quasicom- 
plemented and with a dense element. Hence L is quasicomplemented by [2, 
Proposition 5.51. 
In connection with the above proposition it is worth mentioning that we 
have been unable to describe M(L) when L is only sectionally quasicom- 
plemented. 
We close this section with two examples from topology which illustrate 
both sectionally pseudo-complemented lattices and most of our results so far. 
Recall that a subset A of a topological space X is relatively compact if it is 
contained a compact set and this is equivalent to A having a compact closure 
when X is Hausdorff. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Let X be a Hausdorff space. Suppose 3 and %,, denote, 
respectively, the lattice of all open subsets and the lattice of all relatively compact 
open sets of X. Then, go is sectionally pseudo-complemented and M(g,J is 
isomorphic to 3 a7 and only if X is locally compact and then 3,, is a generalized 
Stone lattice (i.e., sectionally in ~2~) iff X is extremally disconnected. 
Proof. It is readily verified that 9,, is a sublattice and indeed an ideal in 9. 
Thus 9s is sectionally pseudo-complemented by Theorem 4.5 (the pseudo- 
complement of G E 9 is its exterior). When X is locally compact 9,, is a basis. 
Thus M(gJ = 3, due to Theorem 3.4. The converse also comes from 3.4. 
9 is a Stone lattice if? X is extremally disconnected (closure of open set is 
open) and Theorem 4.5 implies 9, E 98’r iff X is extremally disconnected 
(provided it is locally compact). -- 
L+(X) (resp. L+(X)) denotes the set of all non-negative real-values (resp. 
extended real-valued) lower semicontinuous functions on an arbitrary -- 
topological space X. L+(X) is a lattice under pointwise operations with the 
constant function 0 as its zero and with the function cc (defined by 
00(x) = +oo for all x E X) as its unit. L+(X) is upper complete and the 
supremum of {fi: i E I} in the lattice is the upper envelope sup fi [defined by 
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tSupf.)(X) = SUPfi( L-2 x ) f or each x E X]. Since the extended reais R is a chain, 
L+(X) is completely meet distributive. L+(X) is an ideal in L+(X). 
-- 
PROPOSITION 4.11. For an arbitrary topological space X, L+(X) is pseudo- 
c~~p~e~e~ted and is isomorphic to M(LT(X)). L+(X) is a ~~a~‘-c~~~~e~e~ted, 
sectionally pseduocomplemented lattice. 
-- 
fiooj L+(X) is complete and completely meet distributive and hence 
pseudocomplemented (even Bronwerian). L’(x) is &early a large, and hence 
join-dense, ideal in L+(X) so, by Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 2.3, 
M(L+(X)) = L+(X). As L+(X) has dense elements, the rest follows from. 
Theorem 4.5 and Proposition 4.9. 
It may be worth mentioning that L+(X) is a Stone lattice iff X is extremally 
disconnected, provided we assume X to be Hausdorff. Also an argument 
based on co-zero sets of lower semicontinuous functions can be used to prove 
that and L+(X) L+(X) h ave spaces of minimal prime ideals isomorphic to the 
space of ultrafilters of the lattice of open sets of X. 
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